NEWSLETTER of the ATLANTIC AUDUBON SOCIETY
Programs are held in the Galloway Library on Jimmy Leeds
Road - Galloway Township - 7:30 pm, on 4th Wednesday of:
Sept., Oct., Jan., Feb., Mar., Apr., and May
Light refreshments served
Please feel welcome to bring your own coffee/soda/water

MAY 27: Ben Wurst, the Habitat Program Manager for the
Conserve Wildlife Foundation of NJ will be coming to talk
about the New Jersey Osprey Project, monitoring,
managing, and supporting New Jersey's ospreys and their
role in the ecosystem. Ben banded the osprey nestlings at
Forsythe in July. His latest project is to build and place 10
osprey platforms in Great Bay Blvd WMA, before the
Ospreys return next spring. To read the 2008 Osprey
project report, go to:
http://www.njfishandwildlife.com/ensp/pdf/osprey08.pdf

LOOK WHAT’S NEW! and IT’S FREE!
{From the Editor}
Uh, Oh, I see that some of you have
forgotten to sign up for your COLOR
VERSION of the newsletter! Available by
EMAIL only, The COLOR VERSION is a
downloadable PDF file. Understand that
by doing this, you will forego your mailed black & white
newsletter – but you might help to save a tree!
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Photography
Awards: Birds in Focus
In Association with Nature’s Best Photography Magazine,
Audubon magazine is launching the 2009 Audubon
Magazine Photography Awards: “Birds in Focus,” created
to celebrate the beauty and diversity of birdlife through the
art of photography, and to honor the exceptional work of
talented professional, amateur and youth photographers.
Submissions accepted online May 15 - July 15, 2009 in 3
categories: Professional, Amateur, and Youth. Winners
announced in December and will see work showcased in
Audubon and Nature’s Best Photography magazines, and
their websites. Impressive array of prizes awarded from
award sponsor, Nikon. Up to 10 images per entrant.
details: www.AudubonMagazinePhotoAwards.com
The Press of Atlantic City, 4/26/09: “GET GULL WISE”
CONGRATULATIONS to Atlantic Audubon’s Kris Arcuri
who, along with Jessica Cuevas' fourth-graders at
Margate's Ross School, featured the whole cast of the hit
show "Get Gull Wise" singing the grand finale. Kris wrote
the lyrics, as well as the rest of "Get Gull Wise," a play
designed to teach beach people ways to avoid sharing
their human food with gulls. The song was sung to the
tune of the beach classic, "Under The Boardwalk."

Email request to: Donna Sleight (editor)

AtlanticCurrents@Comcast.net
2. Email address

President Seeking

Include: 1. Your Name

YOUR EMAIL ADDRESS WILL NEVER BE SOLD OR SHARED
You may occasionally receive special notices throughout the year about
up-coming Audubon events.

CONGRATULATIONS
to Vice-President, RUDY ARNDT
on his new book,
Freshwater Fishes of South Carolina
co-authored with Fred C. Rohde, Jeffrey W.
Foltz, and Joseph M. Quattro

544 Pages: A scientific milestone,
this comprehensive illustrated guide
to the characteristics, distribution,
and ecology of freshwater fishes in
South Carolina marks the first endeavor since 1860 to
document this aspect of South Carolina’s diverse natural
history. It is being touted as an indispensable reference
and the most authoritative compilation of information on
the freshwater fishes of the state.
About Atlantic Audubon’s VP, Rudolf G. Arndt: Rudy is
a professor emeritus and an adjunct professor of marine
science at the Richard Stockton College of New Jersey,
where he has taught since 1974. He is also a coauthor of
Freshwater Fishes of the Carolinas, Virginia, Maryland,
and Delaware.

Must possess reliable, fast automobile as good as or better than
the Bugatti Veyron. If we are at Meadowlands, we must quickly
travel to Cape May Cty if unusual bird is seen. The Bugatti can
travel that distance in 30 min. at speed of 250 MPH providing we
have EZ Pass. Cost 1.5 mil. Suggest you budget for new tires,
recommended every 5000 miles - $30,000 for set of four.
Dress code is important as we want to look our best.
Suggestions: Nehru Jacket ($1,395.00), Wool Cardigan ($1,175),
Linen shirt ($1,125), Linen pants ($800.00), Sports Jacket
($5265.00), Suede belt ($275), Leather boots ($675) and Straw
Hat ($375).
Time is important, but we can skimp on expensive watches
like Rolex. Suggest Parmigiani Fleurier Kalpa XL which sells for
$9,800. Source for all items: Forbes “Life the Style” March 2009.
Those of you reluctant to apply, due to cost of the EZ Pass,
may contribute to the Bird-a-Thon team, PO Box 63, Absecon,
NJ 08201. A minimum of $10.00 would be appreciated. Thank
you for your response…Gaylord Inman
BETWEEN A ROCK AND A HARD PLACE

(The Saga of How Howard Fell Head Over Heels for a
Duck at the Jersey Shore!) Nice duck photos too…
LOOK below the Barnegat Light jetty accident photos.
http://www.howardsview.com/Jetty/Jetty.html
Submitted by: Edna Schaffler
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MEMBERSHIP
RECRUITMENT
By Gaylord Inman

You all know that you
can
make
a
contribution
by
recruiting members. Here are my examples of opportunity
I have experienced in the past 5 days.
A lady called about two large black birds feeding on a
squirrel carcass near my home. We know what the birds
were and telling her was not good enough, she wanted me
to come over and look. Well I did and I was right about the
birds. The lady and her neighbor were impressed and, by
the way, the "squirrel" carcass had a cotton-like tail! That's
two possible members.
At the bank, on my way out, an elderly lady was
coming in with a bright red scarf and a white sweatshirt
with a large cardinal imprint. I initiated a conversation
regarding her spring attire and the lady beamed! That's
another possible candidate.
At a diner, I saw two huge birds pass by. Poor me, they
were some distance and passed by quickly, so two
options were eagles or great blue herons. The waitress
got involved and wanted to see them too. Then her
excitement came out in her conversation of doodlebirds
(she knew the real name) in courtship displays in her back
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yard. She explained
that the males do the
courtship flights, but
(and I did not know
this) females also have some sort of a courtship dance on
just a few days of the courtship period. That’s candidate
number four.
A friend took his father to the casino and they won!!! I
said, “Good, now your father can join the Atlantic Audubon
Society.” He said, "When is the next meeting?" That's five
and six!
How can you NOT recruit members like this? You need
to copy membership info and keep it with you for these
frequent opportunities. New members give us new
opportunities, as there is strength in numbers. Picture us
in a parade someday with 200 members marching along
behind our new Atlantic Audubon banner. Never
happen? Yes it will, if you do your part.
A gold star will be provided to each member who
recruits 5 new members in 2009. Just keep track of the
names and let me know. Stars can be placed on your
Atlantic Audubon Jacket. Haven't heard about the
jacket? Well it is a new idea. Watch for details!
{Ed: Earlier this year, our president, Gaylord and his
wife, Marty visited Portugal. They said one of the
“must-see” birds there is the Hoopoe. Take a look at
this beautiful bird (above). Wouldn’t you love to see
one of these guys at your feeder!}

By Ed Bristow

Spring migration is in full swing as waterfowl depart and
shorebirds and passerines take the stage. Ospreys are back
and nesting, Peregrines are on the nest and Bald eagles are
frequent visitors. Recent sightings include an otter, a fox family,
as well as oystercatchers, yellowlegs, whimbrels dunlin,
dowitchers and others. Saturday morning bird walks starting at
8 AM from the main building will continue until the end of May.
Progress is apparent on the new building with installation of
the radiant heating ducts in the floor of the building. Once
finished, the final concrete pouring will allow the walls to begin
to rise. The old boardwalk has been removed and the new
pilings will be going in shortly. Grand opening is expected in
late August or early September. The Friends store has moved
into the main building and is being staffed weekdays from 10 to
3 and on weekends from 9 to 4. Passes are available at that
location.
In celebration of International Migratory Bird Day on May
White-winged crossbill at Forsythe Refuge
9th,
there will be a beginner birding class starting at 10:30 AM
Submitted by Janice Weisgerber
in the auditorium and lasting one hour. Part 2 will convene at
1:00 PM and run until 3 PM. First part is a classroom type
presentation including use of binoculars, field guides and key features in recognizing bird species. The second will be a
walking tour of some birding areas around the headquarters area to locate and identify birds. Binoculars will be available
for those who don't have their own.
Also occurring on May 9th will be a re-dedication of the impoundment pools. The East pool will be re-named the "John
Danzenbaker Pool" and the 2 west pools will resume their former name of the "Vogt Pools." This will take place at 10 AM.
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If you are not viewing these gorgeous photos in color, you haven’t signed up to receive your newsletter in color.
See front page for sign-up information - All images by Dr. Louis Newman

You probably know about the Monarch butterflies west of the Rocky Mountains that
migrate to coastal central California (Santa Cruz) each fall. Did you know that
Monarch butterflies east of the Rockies migrate from Canada and the Northern
United States to the mountains of central Mexico? Wind and thermals play a
tremendous role: much like a Broad-winged Hawk, butterflies spiral upward in the
thermals and then glide south, guided by the sun’s orbit, expending little energy in
this southward migration. Typically, each generation of Monarchs live only about
four weeks. However, the migrating generation lives 7 to 8 months, over-wintering
in a phase known as diapause. In early March these butterflies come down from the
slopes to mate and then fly north only as far as necessary to find early milkweed
growth. Whereas a single butterfly migrates south up to 2000 miles, it takes two to
four generations to make the northward migration.
Monarch butterflies are poisonous or distasteful to birds because of milkweed poison stored during the caterpillar
stage; it is the larvae (caterpillars) that feed on the milkweed leaves. Eating one Monarch is enough to convince any bird
not to eat another; the Monarchs’ bright colors become warning colors. Monarchs, like most butterflies, drink nectar from
many flowers with a long, flexible, tube-like proboscis. Males are slightly larger than females and have a black spot in the
center of each hind wing from which pheromones are released. Females have darker, thicker wing veins. Research is
key to understanding and saving Monarch butterflies. Thousands of Monarchs are tagged in Cape May, New Jersey,
each year with a small bit of coded adhesive paper placed on the leading edge of a wing. Images by Lou Newman, Cape
May, New Jersey, October, 2008.

Dragonfly adults are medium-size insects. There are over 5,000 species of Dragonflies worldwide with 450 species in
North America. Dragonflies are characterized by large multi-faceted eyes, two pairs of strong transparent wings and an
elongated body. They are a valued predator because they help to control populations of harmful insects. The adults
catch and eat mosquitoes, midges and flies and have been nicknamed “mosquito hawks.” Dragonflies are found near
water because the aquatic nymphs (the immature stages of dragonflies) live on submerged vegetation where a main food
source is mosquito larvae. Images by Lou Newman, Sarasota, Florida, May, 2008.

Butterflies and moths are in the order Lepidoptera. Lepidoptera means "scale-winged" and refers to the minute wing
scales on all butterflies and moths. When trying to identify a species of butterfly pay special attention to the wing colors,
shape and pattern. Since butterflies drink nectar from many species of wildflowers and shrubs, "butterfly gardens" include
many wild nectar plants attractive to butterflies. Images by Lou Newman, University of Florida Butterfly Rainforest, Sept. 10, 2005.
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The Shady Side
By Steve Sevits
{ED: Even birds like awnings - See pine needle
house with driftwood awning}

We go to the beach to enjoy the summer
sun, being sure to take our beach umbrella
to provide a spot of shade. It seems that
sometimes a bit of summertime sun can be
a bit too much.
Shade is an easy and convenient means of moderating
the warm rays of summer sun. Of course many homes
these days are equipped with air conditioning, but cooling
costs can be reduced by the passive act of shading.
Summer sun streaming through home windows adds to
the cooling load, energy use and comfort costs. From late
April through late October direct sunlight falling onto the
floor of any room increases cooling energy costs.
Traditional window awnings have been used for eons
for shading. An alternative, self regulating, eco-friendly
means can be used while enhancing home appearance as
well. South-facing or southwesterly facing windows can be
shaded with easily made trellis structures allowing
morning glory or other suitable vines to climb, providing an
attractive “natural” means of shading. The onset of fall
allows the vegetation to die back and admit the warming
rays of sunlight to again stream through our windows.
Lumber yards and home centers have ready-made
latticework fabricated from treated, rot resistant, lumber
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which can easily be fashioned into the vertical
and horizontal surfaces around exterior windows
– allowing the vines of your choice to climb,
beautify, and seasonally shade windows.
The cost to build a natural shade for a window
may well be less expensive than a professionally
installed awning while adding the seasonal
enjoyment of live growing plant life. Most simple
installations can be done by anyone familiar with
using simple tools around the house. The major portion of
the task is using imagination to decide what is needed. In
some areas, the horizontal portion of the latticework may
need to extend one or two feet out from the wall of the
dwelling to effect complete shading of room floors.
The trick is to position the trellis’ horizontal surface to
block sunshine from falling on the floors of interior rooms
during the summer season. Since houses face all
directions, some may require shading on more windows
than others. Solar greenhouse effect can be very
powerful, as we experience when returning to a closed car
left in a parking lot during summer. By using nature to
provide shade, the environment benefits, energy use is
reduced, and the beauty of the growing foliage brings us
more into harmony with our surroundings. Coupled with
lowering energy costs and use, using “natural” shading
techniques is a win, win, win equation for everyone during
the summer air conditioning season.

Agri-business - a product review – sort of - by Steve Sevits

A number of years ago, while visiting a friend, I questioned the “window boxes”
on his back porch. Each was covered with black plastic sheeting with holes
provided for the plants to poke through and a large diameter watering tube in one corner.
Discussion revealed this series of window boxes was, in reality, a carefully controlled growing system which allowed
the plants to take their needed moisture from beneath while retarding sunshine induced evaporation.
Years ago one, of my favorite summer vocations was to while away early evening hours watching local deer munching
on my wife’s carefully tended tomato crop. In the 30 years since we acquired a patch of rural acreage, there has been no
hunting on the property and the “no hunting policy” seems to have been successfully transmitted from one generation of
deer to another. In appreciation and thanks they became very efficient at harvesting my wife’s carefully tended crops.
Finally, conventional gardening was given up in frustration.
The window box approach seemed to hold out promise because of the possibility of moving crops to the elevated deck
outside the kitchen door, due to its inaccessibility to rampaging and scavenging deer herds.
The specialized planter is called the Earth Box® which proves to be an equally prolific medium for producing either
flowers or veggies. Our first attempt proved several noticeable results: the black plastic cover precluded the need for
weeding (a big plus with my wife), the planters are up on the deck out of reach of the deer and the crop yields were
astonishing. It soon became evident our tomato plants grew to a size capable of mugging any deer which dared to venture
too close. Just a couple of plants in each Earth Box® yielded more tomatoes than those planted conventionally in a
garden. Earth Box® comes with detailed set-up instructions for producing best results with differing vegetables or flowers.
Everything except the plants themselves and locally available soil is included in the kit which can be ordered on the
internet. Growing containers are 29” long, 13½” wide and 11” high which makes them flexible in placement. Several Earth
Box® units make an attractive living border for patio or garden placement, although care should be taken to locate them
where they are not accessible to wildlife, which will eagerly harvest the crops for themselves. A screened-in porch may
also work if it receives sufficient sun light.
Watering of Earth Box® contents is done from beneath, so plants receive correct hydration. This enables the
homeowner to be absent for several days without concern about watering. The exposed watering tube allows for an easy,
occasional refill. Recent developments have expanded the availability of Earth Box® products, to include attractive terra
cotta planter as well as original green plastic planters. Instructions accompany each kit - reusable season after season.
{ED: In last issue, Marge Tremblay asked for ideas on deterring squirrels from eating tomatoes – perhaps this is the answer!}
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Comparison of Two Birds Often Confused
All photos – (Arizona and Wisconsin) - By Dr. George Anast

The lady cardinal stopped by today, but characteristically did not come
to the feeder while I was there. She spent time eating seeds in one of
the bushes. She was in the sun and I had the opportunity to take her
picture.
Shortly after she left, the Pyrrhuloxia came to the feeder (photo on
left). This (vainer) bird posed nicely on the feeder frame - the light was
just right. This photo, though a bit darker, more accurately reflects the
true coloration.
The difference in color of the beaks is very obvious in this diptych. The cardinal (photo on right) has the orange beak.

Harris Hawks: Today we decided to go to the Desert Museum.
We hadn't been there for awhile and wanted to see what was new.
One of the attractions was the "Raptor Fly-over." Today the
performers were the Harris' Hawks. These desert dwellers are
unique in that they maintain family groups with breeding by alpha
males and females while the other extended family act as
caretakers for the young and hunting partners.

Gambel's Quail: The Arizona or
Gambel's Quail are sort of "poster birds" for the Sonoran desert. They are seen everywhere and
everyone enjoys their antics. Quail are "gallinaceous" or chicken-like birds and share many
habits, such as scratching the ground looking for seeds. They have a soft "cluck" they give off
when feeding or nesting. The males "crow," (not like a rooster) with their own distinctive call.
The sounds are comforting and very much "desert" noises. We all love the calls, and just as the
loon reminds me of the north, so does the quail bring to mind Arizona and the desert.
The quail are rather foolish birds with strange nesting habits, laying their eggs in flower pots
and similar inappropriate areas. They hatch (when they do hatch) in large clutches of ten or
more. The newly hatched are no bigger than the end of your thumb,
but are active at once. The young follow the parents single file making a most appealing
picture. Quail, unlike chickens, can fly. They have short, but broad wings and take off
"explosively," flying only short distances and hit the ground running. They are fast runners
and move over the ground very, very rapidly. As with chickens, they go in flocks or "coveys."
Often there are 30-40 birds in a group that feeds and roosts together -- creatures of habit,
following the same paths to and from their roosts every day. (Baby quail on right)

Ring-necked duck: Agua Caliente Park is about ten miles from home. It's an old
estate built around a natural spring that was donated to the County. It is a true oasis with
abundant water and verdant trees of several varieties. There is a small Audubon society
store, an art gallery, and loads of ducks. We enjoyed the duck parade that is more or less
continuous on land and water. There was one duck I did not recognize: The Ring-necked
duck. According to “Ducks Unlimited” info' it breeds in the north, but I have never seen
one in Wisconsin. This is literally "a strange duck." It has a white stripe on the bill and is
feathered in sort of a tuxedo style. The name of "ring neck"
comes from a brownish ring around the neck that is not seen
easily. It is a "diver" and feeds on underwater roots, plants and mollusks. Fast flyers, their wings
make a whistling sound similar to Blue Bills. They winter here, and will fly north to breed about
the same time we leave. We have something in common!

Hooded Oriole" (on right): The Hooded oriole winters in
central Mexico, moving north to breed. Orioles love fruit, (half an
orange)…and grape jelly. They commonly visit hummingbird
feeders, but oriole feeders are available. The feeders are orange
rather than red and have larger perch areas.
Today, a Bullock's oriole (on left) visited the feeder. It is seen
fairly often in Arizona and is easily identified by the black cap he
wears. At times the Bullock's and the Baltimore interbreed. The
offspring give experts a hassle when it comes to identification.
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Ithaca, NY: Anyone with one or more nest boxes can help scientists learn more about bird
families and how they might be affected by climate change. Just register the nest box (or boxes)
with the Cornell Lab of Ornithology's NestWatch program (www.RegisterYourNestbox.org). It
doesn't cost anything, but yields valuable information needed to better understand breeding birds
and how their natural rhythms may be changing. Many species that build nests in cavities have
become very accustomed to using wooden boxes set up by bird watchers to help the birds more easily find a home.
"NestWatch is easy and fun for adults and children. It helps all of us reconnect with nature which is good for our own health and wellbeing. NestWatch is a great activity to do on your own, in a classroom, or as a homeschool project. And it helps the birds too."
"You can turn a nest-box hobby or a passion for bird watching into reliable data that, when combined with other observations from
across the continent, increases our understanding of the impacts of environmental change and human land-use on breeding birds.
These data allow us to detect trends on large scales, which are very powerful for diagnosing potential threats to breeding birds.
All materials and instructions are available on the NestWatch web site, including directions on how to monitor nest boxes without
disturbing the birds. NestWatch participants also monitor the nests of backyard birds that don't use nest boxes, such as phoebes,
robins, and goldfinches. NestCams are back - keep watching and see what hatches! (www.nestcam.org).

The Patzcuaro Story – by Robert P. Whitlatch
(Submitted by Gerrie Satz)

Last week, I returned from a week in Patzcuaro,
Mexico. Friends Chuck and Georgia Conti retired there a
year ago. They are building a beautiful home on the side
of a mountain on the west side of Lake Patzcuaro. Their
home, a labor of love, is an adobe-walled hacienda where
Chuck hones his skill for violin making, and Georgia
networks her love for birding among native residents and
ex-pats alike. Together, they have underscored their
penchant for hospitality by including two furnished guest
rooms. Enduring the ordinary trials in dealing with local
labor and materials in the completion of such a
momentous venture will be worth it.
Georgia is training one of her laborers to be a birding
guide. Hugo, a genuinely nice man with a good sense of
humor, is a gifted tile man. He honed his construction
skills in Southern California, but returned when his father
became ill with cancer. He's been a birder since he was
very young when he made sure his father always took him
along on fishing and camping trips. I’m

sure that accounts in part for his terrific spotting skills.
It’s been a week and I am still exhausted. We birded
sun up to sun down. Set at the daunting elevation of 7,000
feet in the State of Michoacan, Patzcuaro is a 45 minute
drive west of Morelia. March is the dry season, when the
Purhepecha farmers burn their fields and ditches. A
smoky haze obscures the innate beauty of the grassy
steppe geography blending with a rich oak and pine
forest. I listed over 130 total species of birds; 49 were new
to my life list. Species highlights included both elegant and
mountain trogon, blue mockingbird, brown-backed
solitaire, clay-collard, painted, and American redstarts all
performing their precious ballet, Crescent-chested
warbler, Red warbler, Squirrel cuckoo, the sparrow-sizedsqueaky-toy sounding Blue-throated hummingbird, Yelloweyed juncos, Black-chinned sparrow and a very interesting
local hybrid called a Collard/ spotted towhee.
My buddy Mike Morrison and I are going back the end
of October to photograph the monarch butterflies…and
more birds…of course more birds…..
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By Edna Schaffler

My children think I am completely crazy.
They cannot believe a person in their right mind would get up long before sunrise, travel miles
and miles, endure wintry winds and numbing cold, all in search of birds. When warm weather arrives, they warn
me repeatedly about snakes, Lyme disease, chiggers, ticks and mosquitoes. I know they would prefer me sitting
at home, knitting and acting “my age.”
The questioning of my sanity was very apparent on my last visit to their home. As I pulled into the driveway,
my son-in-law came out to greet me. I could see the shock on his face when he looked at my mud-encrusted
car. “Where were you, in a swamp?” John asks.
“A Cumberland County wetland,” I gleefully answer his note of disapproval. “The potholes were a bit more like gullies!”
He’s scowling now as he looks into the interior of the car, where chunks of dirt, gravel, apple cores, coffee cups, and brown bags
filled with remnants of peanut butter sandwiches litter the floor.
I enter the house prepping myself to endure the many questions my daughter will likely have.
Rhonda eyes me thoughtfully as she looks at the scratch across my cheek. “What happened to your face, Mom and why are you
limping?” she asks.
She likes the beach, so I decide to tell her about the beautiful Ipswich Sparrow I had “chased” that morning. I describe the Ipswich’s
fascinating shading and striation, his agility as he darted between clumps of beach grasses. “I simply wanted a better look at the
sparrow, so I walked onto a higher mound. I must have twisted my knee somewhat,” I say trying to explain at least the limp. I do not tell
her that as I climbed that hill of crumbling sand, I tripped, fell sideways onto scraggly bushes, and rolled all the way down…terrified I
had really hurt myself. I want to tell her that as I lay on the broken shells and stones, waiting for my heart-beat to slow, I saw a flock of
beautiful Snow Buntings, flying low. Since I was on the ground, I was at a distinct advantage to appreciate their speed and
gracefulness.
I want to explain how they camouflaged perfectly with the sand dunes when they landed. Sensing my daughter will
never be able to understand, I feel inadequate and frustrated in my inability to relate my passion for birding.
Suddenly, we hear Elianna, my 14 year-old granddaughter calling in what can only be described as a stage whisper. Rhonda and I
go into the living room where Elianna is practicing her cello. She is quite the accomplished cellist and the house has been resonating
with beautiful, mellow music.
Elianna’s eyes are huge, as she points to the large window next to where she is seated. Perched on a low branch of the sycamore,
not more than a foot from the house and facing us is a Red-tailed hawk.
“What is that?” Elianna asks excitedly. “He’s huge!” she exclaims.
“He’s absolutely beautiful!” Rhonda declares with an awed voice.
I look from granddaughter to daughter, delighted to see the look of astonishment on their faces. Silently, I thank the hawk; he has
achieved in an instant what all of my expounding never could.
“Elie,” I address my granddaughter quietly, “I doubt there are many musicians who count among their fans an enchanted avian. Play
on, sweetheart; he’s waiting.”
444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444

OBSERVATIONS - By Margery Hicks Tremblay
(Photo of Brigantine Beach - by Maurice Tremblay)

Mist is very heavy, air is thick with moisture; it’s April first, and
spring at last is starting to arrive. It rained all night and this
morning the daffodils are going into bloom. Looking out the
window are two Laughing gulls; robins made their appearance
two months ago.
We have a large sliding back door to our deck, and there our
three cats enjoy the warming sun, and lie there, all day if
necessary and watch the birds in the backyard. When the sun
gets real warm, the area is consumed with the golden rays; the
three cats stretch out and enjoy just watching the birds. We have
had many species, including the Herring gull all winter, but there
have been many others: sparrows, doves, black birds, grackles,
and pigeons, to name but a few.
When I came here to Brigantine these
meant nothing to me, yet slowly I started to
observe them and their habits. It was The
Laughing gull that impressed me the most.
It’s a very intelligent bird; I watched them in
our backyard, interesting.
All winter long, it’s been The Herring gull,
but now its relative starts to take over. Our
cats continue their vigil and keep an eye
pealed on the backyard. The Herring gull
has a loud voice and is at home just about
anyplace; it’s a scavenger and will eat
almost anything. It has a loud voice

trumpeting, Keeyow, kyow, kyow! This bird has a wide range
from Alaska to Newfoundland, through the New England States.
Early this morning, the wind shifted, the warm sun came out,
and the cats were on the alert for activity. One cat is very smart,
watching is her thing; we call her “Kelly.”
In summer catching flies is Kelly’s job. This creates
excitement and she enjoys the thrill of the hunt. Flies do not live
long in our house, Kelly is on the job!
The Laughing Gull wears a black hood, edge of wings are
tipped white and wing tips solid black. Legs and bill are dark red.
A loud ha-ha-ha-haah-haaf gives this bird its name. This bird is a
skillful diver and can plummet many feet to snatch an edible fish
from the water.
The bay across the street looks cold in the early mornings,
yet there are five Canada geese walking on the shore line; their
coloring is still brilliant. They fly
overhead with their huge wings
gliding and dipping with the air
currants. A huge grey appears out of
nowhere; it looks for a sunny spot to
heat its aging body, and this is an old
cat, a feral cat looking for food.
I saw an Egret across the bay
walking on the shore line. Three
swans decided to ride the waves and
took to the cold water. All this takes
time to see, all anyone has to do is
“keep one’s eyes open”…it is
there…nature is waiting…..
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Cumberland County Trip on February 15 - Photos by Kevin Inman (from left)
Immature Red Shouldered Hawk - Bald Eagle - Male Northern Harrier on road kill (turkey vulture?) - Downy Woodpecker

Bird Photos Around the Area - By Kevin Inman (each row - from left)
Snowy Owl (no, it wasn’t a Clorox bottle!) – Long-tailed Duck – Harlequin Ducks
Common Loon with Crab - Yellow-rumped Warbler -Atlantic Brant

Feathers that produce a sort of "dust." - By Dr. George Anast
Wikipedia about this phenomenon: Some birds have a supply of powder down feathers
which grow continuously, with small particles regularly breaking off from the ends of the
barbules. These particles produce a powder that sifts through the feathers on the bird's body
and acts as a waterproofing agent and a feather conditioner. Powder down has evolved
independently in several taxa and can be found in down as well as pennaceous feathers. They
may be scattered in plumage in pigeons and parrots or in localized patches on breast, belly or
flanks in herons and frogmouths. Herons use their bill to break the feathers and cockatoos may
use their head as a powder puff to apply the powder.

A dove struck my den window. The overhang of
the patio outside the window provides a dark background so the imprint of the bird's
wing shows up clearly. All feather types show up and a perfect "dust picture" of the wing
results. Beneath the wing is a large blurry dust image of the body.
Today we took part in a hummingbird banding. After the measurements are made the
bird is given a drink and then set in someone’s hand till it makes up its mind to fly off.
Bird is in Velta's hand who acted as scribe, taking down the measurements as they were
made by Dr. George West (ornithologist). Great fun…..interesting and educational.
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By Sue Owens (with permission)

I am a volunteer at the World Bird Sanctuary near St. Louis, Missouri. On February 21,
2009, we were lucky enough to be able to release a Great horned owl back into the
wild. My children and grandchildren came along for the release.
The long leather gloves and
February marks the fourth anniversary of my husband's passing to the next realm.
safety goggles are necessary
Owl
is his spirit guide. My coworkers at the WBS granted me the gift of being able to
to protect against powerful
release this little owl in Rich's memory.
feet and sharp talons. He is
capable of crushing the skulls
The day dawned cold and windy, with spits of snow. I thought: "Oh dear, what an
of his prey with these tools of
awful day to get out of jail." A couple of hours later, however, the clouds began to break.
his trade. In our region, Great
Eventually the sun came out, although it remained quite blustery.
horned owls consume mice,
I picked up the little owl at WBS. We drove him to a state park near our home. It was
rats,
possums,
skunks,
interesting
in our ride to the park that his eyes never strayed from me. I was sitting in
squirrels, and other birds,
the back seat by his carrier. I can only think that he was worried about my intentions.
particularly nestlings.
However, once we entered the park, I was forgotten. He could see the bare trees
silhouetted against the sky and fastened his unwavering gaze on them. It is tempting to assign human feelings to animals.
In this case, I would have to say that his expression was longing -- longing for what he knew was the familiar -- the deep
woods of home.
This particular owl was brought to the World Bird Sanctuary with an open wound. He stayed in the rehab hospital for a
few days, and was then placed in the large flight cage outdoors to become re-acclimated to outside conditions.
While there, he was encouraged to fly and exercise. Perches are located up high while their food (killed rats) is placed
close to ground level. In addition, staff members visit the flight frequently to observe how the birds are progressing with
their flying abilities. It is an awesome experience to be in the flight while the owls swoop silently overhead.
If you enjoyed these pictures and the little story, I hope you will visit the WBS link posted, and learn more about these
beautiful raptors. If you live in the St. Louis, MO area, I hope you will come by in person to visit us.
This page is dedicated to Rich. Forever, and for always. Photos and text copyright 2009.

Sue Owens holding owl with
granddaughter, Maddy, looking on.
For future identification, the
owl was banded shortly before
release (notice his huge eyes and
even BIGGER FEET!)
The owl flies free again, going
home, going home.
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A LOOK BACK - By Becky Hedden
FEBRUARY 25: Photos – Arctic Fox

Ed Bristow: “North to the Arctic” – Ed presented us with a personal
look at global warming effects on habitat and animals. He shared the
Arctic with us from the uncommon perspective of having traveled to
two different places in the Arctic; Churchill, Manitoba in Canada and
the Svalbard Archipelago in Norway. He had exciting photos of the polar bears, taken from a
tundra buggy, and he took us along for an adventure with a sled dog team. The native art
from Churchill was beautiful, intricate beading and caribou hair tufting.
25:
Art
Webster
joined
us at
our March meeting to talk about nurturing a sense
of wonder in children. Art used his family as an
example. Art and Evelyn have five children; Monica, Vivian, Austin, Alden and
Sylvia. Art and his family have gone from the Virgin Islands to Kentucky to
California to Virginia, and then to Guam. In Guam, the family scuba dived with
over 900 species of fish, and giant clams, with a four and a half foot gape! The
remarkable and sad thing about Guam is the absence of birdlife. Art is now
here at our own Edwin B. Forsythe NWR as the Chief of Visitor Services. Art's family used all of these varied locations as
"jumping off" points to experience the natural history of the exciting public lands that our nation has to offer. Art's wife
Evelyn shared readings from her journal, and Art read some poetry excerpts to accentuate his talk. I think that Art
rekindled a sense of wonder in all of us who were there.
MARCH

APRIL 22: Pete Bacinski, the Director of New Jersey Audubon's

Sandy Hook Bird Observatory, spoke about the nature of Sandy
Hook. As one of the state's premier year round birding locations, it is
always exciting, with a high potential for rarities and vagrants. Over
340 species of birds have been seen on the 2,000 acres that the
sanctuary has to explore. Pete shared slides of many of the birds
that visit, and from his experiences as the compiler of the state rare
bird alert and long time participant in the world series of birding, had
a lot of interesting things to share about the trends of bird
movements in our state. Lillian Armstrong, the Director of Birding
and Wildlife Trails for New Jersey Audubon also spoke, and asked
us to nominate sites for the new publication about the Pinelands
Region that will come out next spring.
For information, call 609-861-0700.

SAVE BARNEGAT BAY – Your Help is Needed! - Submitted by Gaylord Inman
To All Members: We support this issue regarding the need for cooling towers required by law, but not enforced
for the past 11 years, to the detriment of Barnegat Bay. www.savebarnegatbay.org
The Oyster Creek Nuclear Generating Station in Forked River has been allowed to run with an expired Clean
Water Act permit.
Each day that Oyster Creek operates without the required cooling towers, 1.4 billion gallons of Barnegat Bay
water passes through its antiquated cooling system. This is 2.3 % of the total volume of Barnegat Bay per day
and over 800% per year. This is literally straining the life out of the Bay.
The negative effects of this obsolete (1969) technology are well documented:
(1) Massive destruction of shellfish larvae, fish eggs, and plankton; (2) Thermal pollution;
(3) Killing of endangered sea turtles; (4) Large fish kills; (5) Biocides released in the Bay
A “closed loop” system of cooling towers would reduce the amount of cooling water required by 95%.
Please urge Governor Corzine to enforce the Clean Water Act by requiring cooling towers at Oyster Creek.
Please write: Governor Jon Corzine – PO Box 001 – Trenton, NJ 08625
Phone: (609) 292-6000 or Email: http://www.nj.gov/governor/govmail.html
(Select “Natural Resources” - then “Clean Water”)
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When submitting articles that have been printed elsewhere,
PLEASE ask permission from the author
before submitting it to me.
SUBMIT ALL ARTICLES AND PHOTOGRAPHS
FOR THE SUMMER ISSUE – BEFORE August 1, 2009
Send to: donnaSL8@comcast.net
or Mail to: Donna Sleight, 719 Falcon Crest Court, Galloway, NJ 08205 - Phone: (609) 377-5795
444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444444

ATLANTIC AUDUBON SOCIETY
The South Jersey Chapter of the National Audubon Society

Please contact AAS through our website:

www.freewebs.com/atlanticaudubonsociety
2008- 2009 OFFICERS:

President: Gaylord Inman
Vice-President: Rudy Arndt
Secretary: Lee Ellenberg
Treasurer: Janice Weisgerber
Directors:
Kris Arcuri
Jim & Joy Steet
Gerrie Satz
Al Martens

645-1470
965-9089
927-5720
748-0842

Call Ed Bristow:
* Meet and greet visitors and gift shop sales at new visitor
reception building at Forsythe NWR
Call Al Martens or John Williamson:
* Purple Martin colony monitoring at Forsythe NWR
* Collect and mount wild native bee specimens for study and
establish a new or original data base
* Water trails for Kayaks & canoes at Forsythe NWR
Trail development: mapping, signage & trail marking,
identification of new launch areas and trail rest areas
* Weekly water Bird Surveys at Forsythe NWR

641-6578
485-0754
404-7791

Committee Chairpersons:

Adopt-a-Road: Kathy & John Peterson
965-5748
Armchair Activist – Jackie Sarner
748-4397
Bluebird/Purple Martin: Mike O’Brien (856) 222-9294
Conservation & Grants - Gaylord Inman
645-1470
Education – Kris Arcuri
641-6578
Field Trips – Kevin Lippert
652-2367
Finance – Ed Bristow
641-4671
Membership – John Peterson
965-5748
Newsletter Editor – Donna Sleight
377-5795
Programs – Becky Hedden
384-4599
Publicity – Gerrie Satz
485-0754
Refuge News & Birth-a-thon - Ed Bristow
641-4671
Scholarships - Betsy Griffiths
652-1860
Web Master – Maurice Tremblay
266-4672
Newsletter Articles & Photos: donnaSL8@comcast.net
Newsletter COLOR Version sign-up:
Email Donna at: AtlanticCurrents@comcast.net

“Bill”-i–tin Board
HELP US OUT! - PLEASE BRING A DONATION FOR OUR RAFFLE
TABLE! (especially books). On-going fund-raiser - THANK YOU!
For Field Trip Information – refer to our website at:
www.freewebs.com/atlanticaudubonsociety
Or, call Kevin Lippert: (609) 652-2367
ATTENTION COMMITTEE MEMBERS
Please send website up-dates on your committee
to Maurice Tremblay at: MET2@prodigy.net
VOLUNTEER OPPORTUNITY – Contacts:
Al Martens: (609) 404-7791
John Williamson: (609) 927-4323
Ed Bristow: (609) 641-4671
Penny Klein:
(609) 652-1238
Mike O’Brien - Bill Schipper: (856) 222-9294
Sandy Perchetti - Vinny Turner - Kevin Holcomb: (609) 748-1535

Call Vinny Turner or Kevin Holcomb:
* Wood Duck Nest Box Monitoring at Forsythe NWR
* Walking beach surveys at Holgate, LBI
* Gypsy Moth surveys
* Non native plant monitoring and mapping
* Barnegat Bay area Osprey platform maintenance/repair
* Continuing inventory, weeding, and invasive species control for
2007 Carbon Sequestration Project plantings
* Bathymetry mapping Survey in Impoundments from boats
utilizing electronic depth probes
Call Mike O’Brien or Bill Schipper:
* Wood Duck Nest Box Monitoring - other south Jersey locations
* Moist soil Impoundment management
Bluebird Monitors: For following areas through September 1
(Once per week). I will train!
Batsto: 2 people
Stockton: 4 people
Atsion (Burlington County): 1 person
New Brooklyn Park (Camden County): 2 people
Scotland Run Park (Gloucester County): 1 person
Purple Martin Monitors: Through August 15 (every 5 to 7 days)
Batsto: 1 or 2 people (Monitoring & observing)
Patriot Lake Pk (Galloway): 1 or 2 people (Monitoring/ observing)
Wood Duck or Screech Owl Monitors:
(Same boxes every 2 weeks) through August 1
Batsto: 1 person
Forsythe Refuge: 1 person
Kestrel Monitors: (Every 2 weeks) through July 1
Forsythe Refuge: 1 person
Also need help with construction & installation at various sites
Call Sandy Perchetti:
* Assist Forsythe NWR staff with visiting school groups
* Assist master gardeners - maintaining garden area at Forsythe
* Walking trail maintenance including clip & snip
* Computer - Data entry, Web design & maint. - Forsythe NWR
* Office help at Forsythe NWR: Answer phones, office reception,
some filing, library cataloging, photo & slide file maintenance
* Facility maintenance needed to assist staff with carpentry,
plumbing, painting. Heavy equipment operators needed for
dozers, bobcat, road grader & other equip. Forsythe NWR
* Volunteers needed to assist the “hooked on fishing” program
for our young people at Patriot Lake: Forsythe NWR

Atlantic Audubon Society MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION
Please enroll me as a member of: Atlantic Audubon Society
(I understand that ALL my dues will support local chapter goals and activities.)

As a member, The Atlantic Currents newsletter is available to you by mail OR email
Please choose A…or…B:
A. (

) COLOR version by email only: Sign up at: AtlanticCurrents@comcast.net
B. (

) BLACK & WHITE version mailed to address below

To keep your newsletters
coming, please do not
forget to keep your contact
information up-to-date.

**************************************************************************************************

Membership: (

) $20 One Year

(

) $35 Two Year

(

) $15 Students/Seniors

Please make check out to Atlantic Audubon Society - Mail check and membership form to:
Atlantic Audubon Society PO Box 63, Absecon, NJ 08201
***Please Print Information***

NAME: ___________________________________________________________________
Address: _________________________________________________________________
City: _________________________________________ State: ________ Zip: _________
Phone: _______________________ * Email: ______________________________________
(Required if signing up for color version newsletter)

Chapter Code: Q05

Includes any changes of:
Address
Phone Number
Email
Email changes to:
donnaSL8@comcast.net
OR
AtlanticCurrents@comcast.net
OR Call:
(609) 377-5795
Please keep your membership
current by sending renewals to
address on application.
THANK YOU!

